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Sentence type Correct (%)

Literal
Metaphorical
Semantically anomalous

91.13 (1.42)
77.96 (2.31)
95.97 (1.34)

Introduction

•Nominal metaphors: ‘A is a B’, e.g. Unemployment is a plague. = literally untrue

•Models of metaphor processing:
•hierarchical model (Searle 1979): 

1) literal meaning accessed first
2) rejected in favor of a metaphorical meaning  

•direct access model (Gibbs & Beitel 1995): 
metaphorical meaning directly accessed

•graded salience hypothesis (Giora & Fein 1999):
access to literal or metaphorical meaning determined by combination of 
familiarity of metaphor and level of figurativity of context

•Support from previous ERP studies:
•hierarchical model: supported by a study reporting both an N400 effect (access to 
literal meaning causing perception of incongruity) and a Late Positivity effect 
(additional semantic search to find metaphorical meaning) to metaphorical CWs 
(Coulson & Van Petten 2002) 
•direct access model: supported by a study reporting no ERP effects  to 
metaphorical CWs (Iakimova et al. 2005) 
•graded salience model: supported by a study demonstrating an N400 effect on 
the last word of idiomatic sentences with less (relative to more) easily accessible 
idiomatic meanings (accessibility as determined using a free association task, see 
Laurent et al. 2006)

•Difference with current study:
•previous studies: - critical word = sentence-final word

- (sometimes) different types of metaphors used and/or varying 
syntactic structures across conditions 

•current study: - mid-sentence CWs
advantages: - reduce wrap-up effects at the point of the CW 

- examine more delayed effects of introducing 
metaphorical CW  

- nominal metaphors used, with consistent syntactic structures 
across conditions

Figure 4 – ERPs to CW+1s

Figure 2 –Trial

•Word after the critical word (CW+1): 
•semantically anomalous CW+1: more positive than literal CW+1 in both 350-450 msec

and 550-800 msec time windows
•metaphorical CW+1: more positive than literal CW+1 in these time windows at posterior

sites
•Sentence-final word (SFW): 

•semantically anomalous SFW: more negative than literal and metaphorical SFW in both
N400 (300-500msec) and LPC (550-900) time windows

•metaphorical SFW: no significant differences with literal SFW within LPC time window,
only a small effect at lateral RH sites in N400 time window

Figure 1 – Electrode Montage

Table 2 – Behavioral Results

(Means are shown with standard deviations in brackets)

Figure 5 – ERPs to SFWs

350 – 450 msec

N400 (300-500msec)

semantically anomalous –
literal

b) semantically 
anomalous – literal

a) metaphorical – literal



Summary and Discussion

•Metaphor processing:
•Small early N400 at CW:
semantically closer literal meaning accessed first 

→ perceived as incongruous with respect to the context
•No late N400 effect:

semantically more distant metaphorical meaning accessed slightly later 
→ perceived as congruous with respect to the context

•Late LPC effect & continued positivity at CW+1:
further attempt to make sense of the sentence through reanalysis, 
possibly due to combination of: 
a) parallel access to both literal and metaphorical meanings of CW and their 

conflicting interpretations with respect to the context
b) judgment task

•SFW: no further difficulties in integrating metaphorical meaning
•Anomaly processing:

•N400 at CW: reflects attempts to semantically integrate the incongruity
•LPC at CW & continued positivity at CW+1: 

may reflect attempts at reanalysis (efforts to make sentences interpretable) 
→ may have been enhanced by task & presence of metaphors

•SFW: seems clear to participants that semantically anomalous sentences 
uninterpretable → N400 & absence of a Late Positivity effect
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Methods

(The critical word is underlined)

•Semantically anomalous CWs:
•(anterior) N400 effect relative to literal CWs (325-500msec) 
• robust posterior Late Positivity (LPC) effect relative to the literal CWs (550-900msec)

•Metaphorical CWs:
•short-lived early N400 effect, significant only at medial LH sites from 325 to 400 msec
•late LPC effect, significant only at posterior RH sites from 750 to 900 msec

Figure 3 – ERPs to CWs

Literal sentence (93 
sentences)

The first NP renders the second 
NP as being interpreted literally.

Cholera is a plague that affects many people.

Metaphorical 
sentence (93 
sentences)

The first NP is replaced by an NP 
that elicits the metaphorical 
interpretation of the critical word. 

Unemployment is a plague that affects many 
people. 

Semantically 
anomalous 
sentence (93 
sentences)

The first NP is replaced by 
another NP that renders the 
critical word semantically 
anomalous.

Metal is a plague that affects many people.

Sentence Types Explanations Examples
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•Selection of critical words (CWs): on the basis of norming studies
•cloze probability of the CW             matched across literal and metaphorical 
•overall acceptability                         sentence types
•figurativity rating                             literal and metaphorical sentences interpreted 

literally and metaphorically, respectively 
Participants: 32 for cloze probability rating; 40 other participants for

acceptability and figurativity rating 

•EEGs: measured with 29 active tin electrodes (referenced to the left mastoid)

•24 participants (13 female/11 male): 
right-handed, native English speakers, normal/corrected-to-normal vision, not on    
psychoactive medication, no history of head trauma

•Task: plausibility judgment (“Does this sentence make sense?”) after each 
sentence

Cloze 
probability

Sentence 
acceptability

Figurativeness LSA1 Average number of 
words/sentence

Literal sentence 0.03 (0.02) 4.30 (0.44) 1.12 (0.16) 0.19 (0.15)

0.09 (0.09)

0.07 (0.08)

9.62 (1.30)

Metaphorical 
sentence

0.02 (0.03) 4.24 (0.58) 2.04 (0.11) 9.62 (1.30)

Semantically 
anomalous 
sentence

0.00  (0.00) 1.52 (0.37) NA 9.62 (1.30)

Table 1 – Characteristics of sentence types

(Means are shown with standard deviations in brackets)

a) metaphorical – literal

b) semantically anomalous – literal

1Latent Semantic Analysis: method for determining strength of semantic links between words (Landauer
et al. 1998)

Early N400
(325-400msec)

Late N400
(400-500msec)

Early LPC
(550-750msec)

Late LPC
(750-900msec)
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